HEALTH CARE MODERNIZATION AT THE CROSSROADS OF DATA PRIVACY AND COVID-19

PRIVACY MATTERS SYMPOSIUM

Join VA Privacy Service and leading health care experts on September 15 from 12:00 p.m. – 1:30 p.m. for a dynamic, interactive exploration of privacy’s impact on the evolving public health crisis.

Panelists will discuss privacy in the context of Veterans’ health care modernization, COVID-19 and how health care professionals are safeguarding health information when collaborating with third parties. They will also consider privacy implications of new technologies and how health care practitioners are staying abreast of patient demand while safeguarding data privacy during the COVID-19 pandemic.

ATTEND ONLINE

https://www.vaitcampus.com/classroom/live/33290?passcode=t8krRqiahMvkCWpv84jo8xmZC